WHEN YOU ARRIVE IN NÎMES
HOW TO GET TO THE UNIVERSITY

FROM THE RAILWAY STATION

From the Avenue Feuchères exit, catch bus C (for Castanet/ Golf), bus I (for Route d’Alès) or bus J (for Valmy).
Alight at: Gambetta (for the Vauban site) – Porte Auguste (for the Carmes site)
Fare: €1.30 (€10 a month with your student card)
On foot: 20 minutes

FROM THE AIRPORT

Take the shuttle bus to the railway station (Fare: €5)
Then follow the instructions above.

FROM THE MOTORWAY

Leave the motorway at the “Nîmes centre” junction and then follow the signs for “Centre ville”.

DISCOVER NÎMES

Click here to view an interactive map of Nîmes.
The Tourist Information Office can provide a wealth of information about the city, as well as recommendations for restaurants, places to visit, events...